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About this document
Version Number: 1.0

Publication Date: 14th April 2021

As we find out more about the issues people may encounter when trying to access their 
records we will update this Guide with new information as promptly as possible. While the 
information in this Guide will be helpful we advise you to check the datasubject.ie website to 
see if there is a newer version.

You can always find the most up to date versions of this Guide at 
datasubject.ie/mbh/resources

This Guide aims to assist people affected by the Mother and Baby Homes and adoption in 
using their data protection rights and freedom of information law to access their personal 
information.

This document isn’t, and shouldn’t be interpreted as, legal advice.  

Feedback

You can get in touch with us by email at info@article8.ie. We’d love to hear how we can 
improve this Guide in any way at all. 

We’re also very interested in any feedback you have about how the Department has 
responded to Subject Access Requests, which information it has not released to you, which 
exemptions it has applied and so on.

If you wish to give us feedback anonymously there is a form on the Resources page on our 
website which will let you do so.

The more feedback we get the more useful we can make future versions of this Guide.

Credits and acknowledgements

Written by James Conroy, Andrea Quinlan and Annmarie Townsend, LLM candidates at the 
Irish Centre for Human Rights, National University of Ireland, Galway, with input from 
Loughlin O'Nolan and Cassie Roddy-Mullineaux of Article Eight Advocacy.

Many thanks also to Dr Maeve O´Rourke, Irish Centre for Human Rights, NUI Galway; Claire 
McGettrick; Adoption Rights Alliance; and Justice for Magdalenes Research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
This section explains who this Guide is for and what it can assist you with. 

Is this Guide for you?
This Guide is for anyone who gave evidence to the Commission of Investigation into 

Mother and Baby Homes (the Commission) (regardless of whether they are covered 

by the Commission’s Terms of Reference) who wishes to access their personal data 

or the records of their deceased relative(s).

It will also be useful for people who were detained or born in the Mother and Baby 

Homes  investigated  by  the  Commission  but  did  not  give  evidence  to  the 

Commission.

This Guide is primarily focused on requesting information from the Department of 

Children,  Equality,  Disability,  Integration  and  Youth  (the  Department)  using  data 

protection and freedom of information law. 

There is also a section about requesting records from other bodies such as the Child 

and Family Agency, Tusla.  

Abbreviations     

In this document the Commission refers to the now-dissolved Commission of Investigation 

into Mother and Baby Homes and the Department refers to the Department for Children, 

Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth.
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Data Protection and Freedom of Information 
This  Guide  provides  you  with  tools  to  make  two  different  types  of  requests  for 

information:

The first type of request uses your rights in Data Protection law.

The second type of request uses Freedom of Information law.

Differences between Data Protection and Freedom 
of Information requests 
These two types of requests are quite different. They are based on different laws and 

in most cases will be handled by different divisions within the organisation to which 

they are sent. 

Data Protection
 Requests  for  information  using  Data  Protection  law  are  called  Subject  Access 

Requests. This is often abbreviated to SAR. 

 In this area of law you are known as a data subject and you are requesting access 

to your  personal data. These requests can be made to any organisation which is 

processing your personal data. This means you can make Subject Access Requests to 

both public sector and private sector organisations.

Quick Data Protection Explanations 

Personal data is any data which relates to an identifiable living person. This identifiable 

person is called the data subject. 
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The organisation which is processing the data subject's personal data is called the data 

controller. The data processing which a data controller does means almost any operation 

which can be performed on personal data. It includes storage, deletion, modification and 

collection of personal data. 

These terms are mentioned throughout this Guide and full definitions from the legislation 

are provided.

Freedom of Information
 Freedom of Information law allows people to make requests for documents held by 

public bodies in Ireland. Some public bodies are exempt or partially exempt from 

Freedom of Information law.

 

Requests made using Freedom of Information law are simply known as Freedom of 

Information requests. This is often abbreviated to FOI request.

Background
In 2015 the Irish Government established the Commission of Investigation (Mother 

and Baby Home and Certain Related Matters). Since that time the Commission has 

investigated fourteen Mother and Baby Homes and four County Homes. This is only 

a  small  fraction  of  the  total  number  of  institutions  and agencies that  existed  in 

Ireland.

On 30th October 2020 the Commission submitted its final report to the Minister for 

Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth.
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The final report was published on 12th January 2021. On February 28th 2021 the 

Commission’s archive was transferred to the Department and the Commission was 

dissolved.

 The Commission's Final Report is available on the Irish government website. 

What this means for your information rights

Your Data Protection rights
 Now  that  the  Department  has  received  the  files  from  the  Commission  you  can 

submit a Subject Access Request to the Department to request access to a copy of 

your personal data. The Department has committed to allowing people to exercise 

their data subject rights.

How to do this is described in  Section 4, 'Making a Subject Access Request to the 

Department'.  Section 5 contains a  Subject Access Request template for you to use 

when making your request.

 The  Taoiseach  and  the  Minister  for  Children,  Equality,  Disability,  Integration  and 

Youth have made commitments that these requests will be properly handled by the 

Department. This is an opportunity for the State to earn back some trust by doing 

properly  what  Tusla,  the  Commission  of  Investigation  and  multiple  other 

departments and agencies have failed to do in the past by refusing people access to 

their personal data. 
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Freedom of Information
If you want to try and access the records of a deceased or living family member then 

you can submit a  Freedom of Information (FOI) request to the Department. The 

Department is a State Body and is covered by the Freedom of Information Acts.

You can make an FOI request for records of relatives to other bodies too. Both Tusla  

and the Adoption Authority of Ireland are subject to the FOI Acts.

State  bodies  have  in  the  past  been  unwilling  to  release  information  to  adopted 

people through Freedom of Information requests. It is unclear whether this position 

will change because of the political commitments made to allow people to exercise 

their data protection rights in relation to records held by the Department.

Other resources
Some other resources which might be useful to you are listed below.

If you are a survivor of the Industrial and Reformatory Schools the My Data Rights 
website  at  http://mydatarights.ie/ has  support  and  guidance  on  accessing  your 
records. There is a separate Guide for accessing these records, linked below. 

🗎 Access to Records Guide for Industrial and Reformatory School Survivors, 
Mary Harney and others, mydatarights.ie, April 2020 [direct link to PDF]

If you are a survivor of a Magdalene Laundry, you may wish to visit the Justice for 

Magdalenes Research website at http://jfmresearch.com/ for helpful resources. 
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If you are an adopted person the  Adoption Rights Alliance has further resources 

which  will  supplement  this  Guide.  You  can  visit  http://adoption.ie/records/ for 

additional information. The Adoption Rights Alliance Information Guide for Adopted 

People is linked below. 

🗎 Adoption Rights Alliance Information Guide for Adopted People, November 
2019 [direct link to PDF]

Journalist and director of Right to Know Ken Foxe has written ‘A Beginner’s Guide to 

FOI’ which you may find useful if you are making Freedom of Information requests. 

It is available on his website.
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2. YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE GDPR
This section describes the most relevant of the many rights the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) gives you and provides some important definitions.

The General Data Protection Regulation
 The GDPR is a data protection law which applies across Europe. It gives people rights 

in relation to their personal data, The most relevant of these rights are the Right of 

Access and the Right to Rectification.

 Personal data
 Personal data is basically any information about a living person in which that person 

is either identified or could be identified, for example someone may be identifiable 

when context or additional information is added. 

 Personal data can cover various types of information such as your name, date of 

birth, physical characteristics, medical information etc. 

The full definition of personal data in the GDPR is:

‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable 

natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be 

identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such 

as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to 

one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, 

economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person;
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Data processing
Processing of personal data refers to almost any operation which is performed on 

data.  For  example,  storage,  deletion,  modification  and  collection  of  data  are  all  

processing.

The full definition of processing in the GDPR is

‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on 

personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated 

means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, 

adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by 

transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or 

combination, restriction, erasure or destruction;

 

The Right of Access
 The Right of Access in Article 15 of the GDPR entitles you to  receive confirmation of 

whether a data controller, like the Department or Tusla, is processing your personal 

data. If this is the case then you also have the right to receive additional information 

such as the purpose of the processing; the categories of personal data concerned; 

and the time period for which the data will be retained. 

Most importantly, the controller must provide you with a copy of the personal 

data that they hold, provided this does not adversely affect the rights and freedoms 

of others. 
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 It is important to note that the Right of Access does not necessarily provide you with 

the right to the whole document in which your personal data is contained. You are 

entitled only to a copy of your personal data contained in that document. 

Limits to the Right of Access
There are some situations in which the data controller can lawfully refuse to release 
information to you.  

If the data controller (i.e. the person or agency holding your personal data) can show 

that  your  request  to  access  the  data  is  unfounded  or  excessive.  This  is  rarely 

exercised. 

Article 15(4) of the GDPR states that if obtaining a copy of your personal data would 

“adversely  affect  the  rights  and  freedoms  of  others” then  access  can  be 

restricted.  The data controller must balance your right to access the information 

against the potential risk to the rights and freedoms of another person (based on 

the facts of the case) which could arise if certain information is disclosed.  This is a 

decision that the data controller must make based on actual evidence and facts that 

are known to be true. 

Article 15(4) must also be interpreted compatibly with Articles 8 and 52 of the EU 

Charter of Fundamental Rights and Article 8 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights. These treaties provide, similarly to the GDPR, that restrictions on the right of 

access to personal data are only permitted if they are based on clear law, and only 
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such as are necessary and proportionate in a democratic society for the pursuit of a 

legitimate aim. 

There is no clear legislation that specifies how Irish controllers of adopted people’s 

personal data should make decisions regarding its release. It is also not clear what 

law data controllers have been relying on until now to justify withholding adopted 

people’s names from them.

In the absence of objective evidence and facts that the rights and freedoms of others 

will be affected, which is a very high threshold for the controller to meet, the default 

rule is that the individual should have a full right of access to their personal data.

It is the data controller’s responsibility to demonstrate how the rights and freedoms 

of other specific individuals will be affected by the release of your personal data. It is 

not your responsibility to prove that the rights and freedoms of others will not be 

affected by the release of your personal data.

Refused or incomplete responses to access requests
If the data controller refuses your request they must give reasons for the refusal and 

they must inform you of your right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority 

and to seek a judicial remedy. 
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In  Ireland the Data Protection Commission (DPC)  is  the  independent  supervisory 

authority responsible for monitoring the application of the GDPR. You may lodge a 

complaint with the DPC on its website dataprotection.ie. 

Before you lodge a complaint with the DPC you should contact the data controller 

e.g. the Department and tell them you are not satisfied with the response you have 

received to your Subject Access Request. Before it will accept your complaint the DPC 

will usually ask you whether you have been in contact with the data controller and 

attempted to resolve your issues directly with it.

We will be publishing a separate guide with details about how to make complaints to 

the  DPC  when  we  have  a  better  idea  of  the  kinds  of  problems  people  are 

encountering with responses from the Department to their Subject Access Requests.

Am  I  entitled  to  see  any  information  that  relates to 
another person?
This depends on whether the information relating to another person is also your 

personal data. As noted above, the definition of personal data in the GDPR covers 

any information that relates to you. The Court of Justice of the EU confirmed in a 

case  called  Nowak  v  Data  Protection  Commissioner  of  Ireland  (case  C-434/16,  20 

December  2017)  that  information  may  be  the  personal  data  of  more  than  one 

person at the same time. This is commonly referred to as  mixed personal data. 

Therefore, more than one person can have a right of access to the same personal 

data. 
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Information about a parent, sibling or child
It seems clear to us that your genetic identity and your identity as a member of a 

family are forms of mixed personal data to which you and other members of your 

family have equal rights of access. 

Information about a deceased relative 
The GDPR does  not  apply  to  deceased persons.  If  you wish to  request personal 

information  concerning  a  deceased  relative  that  is  also  your  personal  data,  you 

should make this request on your own behalf under the GDPR. 

Initial  feedback  from  the  Department's  responses  to  Subject  Access  Requests 

indicates that the Department may be taking a blanket approach of refusing access 

to  deceased  relatives'  information.  This  is  an  incorrect  interpretation  of  GDPR 

because it may be the case that your deceased relative’s information is also your 

personal data. In addition, the Department should be referring you to Freedom of 

Information. 

If the information you are seeking about a deceased relative does not relate directly 

to you, and if it is held by a State body, a request can be made under the Freedom of 

Information Acts by a personal representative, a surviving spouse or next of kin of 

the deceased. 

There is more information on making FOI requests in Section 6 of   this Guide  . 
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Information  about  those  in  charge  of  an  institution  or 
other officials / employees 
As already explained, some information is the personal data of two or more people 

at the same time and is usually called mixed personal data. For example, a doctor’s 

notes on a patient’s file are data relating both to the doctor and to the patient. 

Similarly,  information  about  how  a  particular  nun  or  priest,  or  other  person  in 

authority, treated you could also be understood as mixed personal data – it relates 

to you and them. However, if the other person is deceased, they do not have rights 

under the GDPR as the GDPR applies only to living individuals. 

The Right to Rectification 
Under the GDPR you have other rights  in addition to  the Right of Access. You also 

have the right to correct inaccuracies in your data, called the Right to Rectification. 

This Guide and accompanying templates are mostly focused on the Right of Access. 

However,  depending  on  what  information  you  receive  back  in  response  to  your 

access request you may want to make requests for rectification. This right may be of 

particular interest to those who gave testimony to the Commission of Investigation's 

Confidential Committee and have discovered inaccuracies in the way their testimony 

was represented by the Commission. 

Article 16 of the GDPR gives you the right to have inaccurate personal data rectified. 

This means that if your personal data has been recorded incorrectly or inaccurately 

you have the right to have this data corrected without undue delay. You also have 

the right to have incomplete personal data completed. 
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Since each request for rectification will be different depending on the details of the 

records to be corrected it is beyond the scope of this Guide to cover it in much detail.

The Department has committed to handling requests for rectification and provides 

more detail about this in question 19 of its FAQ document, reproduced below.

19. What can I do if the Department is holding incorrect or incomplete 

personal data about me?

Where you receive your data in response to a subject access request, and where you 
consider that data we hold about you is inaccurate, you may wish to exercise your 
right to rectification. We will, on request, rectify any inaccuracies without undue 
delay and provide confirmation of same. 

Where you indicate that data we hold about you is incomplete, we will, on request, 
consider the options available to have the data made complete, including by 
means of appending the text of your comments to the record/supplementary 
statement. 

All practical options as may be appropriate will be considered in exercising your 
right to rectification. 

Requests for rectification should be submitted by email to sar@equality.gov.ie 

We will add to this section in later versions of this Guide as we collect more feedback 

about how the Department is handling and responding to requests from people to 

exercise their Right to Rectification.
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3. WHAT DO THE RECORDS CONTAIN AND 
WHERE ARE THEY HELD?

What information is in the records?
The information collected about you or your relative will vary depending on which 

institution  you/they  were  detained  in  as  the  information  collected  was  not 

standardised across the institutions. The records compiled by staff in Mother and 

Baby/County Homes may be different depending on which time period the record 

relates to.

Following  an  examination  of  the  Commission  report  it  also  appears  that  some 

records are incomplete or may no longer exist. Records held by the Department may 

include some of the following:

Records held in respect of mothers

Admission details and mode of referral 

Discharge details and pathway

 Including whether a mother was transferred to a Magdalene Laundry or other 
institution; 

Social records, for example:

 Her forename and surname;

 The county in Ireland in which she resided; 

 The county or counties in Ireland in which she resided before the birth; 
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 The places outside the State in which she  resided before the birth; 

 Her nationality, religion (if of any religion), race and ethnicity; 

 The education and training received by her;

 Her occupation; 

 Her physical appearance, including her height, hair colour and eye colour; 

 Contact details; 

 Photographs;

 Her parents’ and grandparents’ names and occupations; 

 Her marital status; 

 Name and number of siblings in her family; 

 Whether she had other children and their names;

 Whether the natural parents’ families were aware of the adoption; 

 Whether any of her other children were adopted;

Adoption records

 Circumstances surrounding the adoption;

 Correspondence and administrative details of the adoption;

 Any other correspondence e.g., from natural or adoptive parents;

 Whether informed consent was given to the adoption;

 Whether other options to adoption were offered;

 Whether post-adoption supports were offered;

Medical records, for example: 

 Lab results; 

 Ultrasounds; 
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 Correspondence with maternity or psychiatric hospitals; 

 Number of previous pregnancies; 

 Details of labour; 

 Date of birth, name and discharge location her of child. 

 Medical card details. 

Maternal deaths 

Billing details with respect to women who were privately admitted to institutions. 

Records held in respect of people adopted, fostered or 
boarded out as children.

Registration of birth

Discharge details and pathway 

 Details of any informal care arrangement;

 The assessment process associated with the informal care arrangement;

 Details of where the person may have been fostered or boarded out to;

 Details on circumstances surrounding the decision to foster or board out a 
child;

Adoption records

 Circumstances surrounding the adoption;

 The assessment process associated with the adoption;

 Correspondence and administrative details of the adoption;
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 Whether informed consent was given to the adoption;

 Whether other options to adoption were offered; 

Medical records, for example: 

 Date of birth;

 Weight at birth and sex; 

 The stage of pregnancy the person was delivered at;

 Details of any complications at birth;

 Health status at birth;

 His or her physical appearance, including his or her height, hair colour and eye 
colour; 

 Natural family’s medical history;

 Vaccines administered and participation in vaccine trials as a research subject; 

 X-rays;

 Correspondence with hospitals.  

Early care records, for example: 

 Feeding charts;  

 Weight records; 

 Details of who was responsible for the person’s care in their early years;

 Details of where the person resided until they were adopted/foster/boarded 
out;

 Who was in charge of the care facility;

 Details on whether the person remained with their natural mother for a period 
of  time  in  the  institution  before  alternative  care  arrangements  were 
implemented. 
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Infant and child deaths 

Social records, for example 

 Mother’s details (as outlined above);

 Father’s forename and surname; 

 Father’s occupation at birth;

 Father’s family details; 

 His or her name at birth;

 His or her birth certificate;

 Details of baptism or other ;

 Photographs;

 His/ her talents, hobbies and special interests; 

 Correspondence with natural mothers or fathers; 

 Details of natural parents, siblings, grandparents and other extended family. 

Data created by and for the Commission
Oral testimony provided to the Commission;

Questionnaires issued/completed by the Commission from oral testimony; 

Communications between the Commission and other persons in relation to you.

Where are the records held? 
The Department received the Commission’s archive on 28th February, 2021 and is 

the data controller for the entire archive of the Commission.
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Tusla has also received the Commission's database and related records.

Tusla held the original records for a number of Mother and Baby/County Homes, 

which it provided to the Commission and these records were returned to Tusla when 

the Commission dissolved. 

A list of the full range of records held by Tusla, the Adoption Authority of Ireland 

(AAI)  and  other  data  controllers  can  be  found  on Tusla’s  website,  which  can  be 

accessed here. 

🔗 Tusla.ie >> Where are the records held?

Institutions  are  listed  alphabetically  and  have  names  and  address  of  the 

organisations that hold the original records. 

If you are unsure of what agency or institution was involved you can contact the 

Adoption Authority of Ireland at tracing@aai.gov.ie.

Subject Access Requests and FOI requests can be submitted to both the Department 

and Tusla. In the case of Subject Access Requests they can also be sent to any other 

body you think may be holding information about you. 

You can send an FOI request about living and deceased relatives to any public body 

which is subject to FOI.  
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4. MAKING A SUBJECT ACCESS REQUEST 
TO THE DEPARTMENT

Important: Restrictions due to Covid-19
March 2021: Due to  Covid-related working restrictions the Department  currently 

recommends that the best way for you to make a Subject Access Request is by email.  

At present the Department is only providing responses by email. You can read 

more in the Department's FAQ document or the excerpts from it below.

Department FAQ document, page 2

Department FAQ document, page 4
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The process
The process of making a Subject Access Request is quite straightforward. You tell the 

Department you are making a Subject Access Request and tell them which personal 

data you wish to receive a copy of. 

Remember, receiving a copy of your personal data as part of a response to a Subject 

Access Request does not necessarily mean you will receive original documents, or 

entire documents. You are entitled to receive a copy of the personal data relating to 

you which is contained in a document.

How do I make my request?
The GDPR does not set out any particular method for making a valid Subject Access 

Request,  therefore  a  request  may be made in  writing  or  orally but  we strongly 

recommend you make the request in writing so there is a record of it.

If you make your access request by electronic means i.e. using email you must be 

provided your personal data in a commonly used electronic form unless you request 

otherwise.

If  you are  sending your  Subject  Access  Request  to  the  Department  by  post  you 

should if possible include an email address so the Department can correspond with 

you about your request.

Using the Department's form 
The Department has a Subject Access Request form on its website. You do not have 

to use this form, nor do you have to provide a signature as requested on the form.

There is a template Subject Access Request which you can use in the next section of 

this Guide.
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How long will it take?
Data controllers who receive a valid Subject Access Request must respond to the 

request without undue delay and at the latest within one month of receiving the 

request.  Controllers can extend the time to respond by a further  two months in 

certain  circumstances,  for  example  if  several  requests  have been made or  if  the 

request is particularly complex.

How much will it cost?
In most cases you cannot be required to pay a fee to make a Subject Access Request.

Checklist: what you need to send
Your full name, and names previously used (if applicable)

Your date of birth and current address

The  text  of  your  Subject  Access  Request,  which  includes  the  name of  the 

institution(s) which collected your personal data and the time period to which 

the  records  relate.  You  can  use  our  template  in  the  next  section  or  the 

Department’s form.

A scanned copy of an identity document so the Department can verify your 

identity. The Department says it requires a scanned copy of a passport, driving 

license or other photo ID bearing your date of birth.

A scanned copy of the top portion of a utility bill or official correspondence 

from a government department or agency which has your address on it.
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Where to send your Subject Access Request

Sending by email
You  should  send  your  Subject  Access  Request  by  email  to  the  Department  at 

sar@equality.gov.ie.  You should include the words Subject Access Request and your 

name in the subject line of the email. 

Sending by post
If  you are  sending your  Subject  Access  Request  to  the  Department  by  post  you 
should include an email address if possible so the Department can correspond with 
you about your request.

You should use registered post and send it to :

Data Protection Officer,

Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth, 

Block 1, 

Miesian Plaza, 

50 – 58 Lower Baggot Street, 

Dublin 

D02 XW14

Bear in mind the Covid restrictions above: the Department will process your request 

if you send it by post but they will not send a response in the post. 

Acknowledgement of receipt
The Department says in its FAQ document that it will send an acknowledgement of 
your request when it is received.

The Department will  send you an email  (to the email  address provided in your 
request)  to  acknowledge  that  we  have  received  your  request.  Where  no  email 
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address is provided in the hard copy subject access request, we will issue a written 
acknowledgement (subject to Covid-19 restrictions).
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5. SUBJECT ACCESS REQUEST TEMPLATE

[your email / postal address]

Data Protection Officer,

Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth, 

Block 1, 

Miesian Plaza, 

50 – 58 Lower Baggot Street, 

D02 XW14

Dublin

[date of request] 

Dear  Department  of  Children,  Equality,  Disability,  Integration  and 
Youth, 

The archive of the Commission of Investigation into Mother and Baby 
Homes has been transferred to your Department. This is a Subject Access 
Request under the Data Protection Acts and Article 15 of the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for 

 a confirmation that you hold personal data relating to me in the 
Archive, and 

 a description of the data, 

 the purposes for which it is being processed, 

 a copy of all data you hold / are processing relating to me either 
on computer or in manual form.

The data you hold relating to me is likely to include:

 Data processed by the Commission of Investigation into Mother and 
Baby Homes and certain related matters (MBHCOI).
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 Correspondence about me, including correspondence associated with 
the administrative process surrounding my  [adoption / detention], 
and correspondence from my natural [mother / child] enquiring about 
me.

 My medical care records including x-rays, tests, vaccine trials.

 My physical condition and circumstances during my early months and 
years including early life care records.

 My physical condition and circumstances before, during and after 
giving birth. 

 My natural family members’ names including my natural mother and 
father’s names (all of which are public records).

 [add / delete as appropriate with reference to Section 3 of the 
Guide]

Please  note  the  Court  of  Justice  of  the  European  Union  (CJEU) 
acknowledged in Nowak v Data Protection Commissioner of Ireland (Case C 
434/16, 20 December 2017) that information may be linked to more than 
one individual, but this does not affect each person’s right of access. 
I  also  note  that  deceased  individuals  do  not  have  a  right  to  data 
protection under the GDPR and therefore my right of access cannot be 
restricted based on a deceased person's interests. 

I have included below as much detail as I am aware of to aid your 
identification  of  records  which  contain  my  personal  data   [include 
relevant  dates,  times,  location  or  institutional  descriptions,  your 
history as you know it here] 

Please  send  your  response,  together  with  copies  of  my  data  in 
[electronic / written] format, to [insert your postal / email address]. 

I look forward to receiving your response to this request within one 
calendar month, in accordance with Article 12(3) of the GDPR.

Yours sincerely,

[insert your name] 
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6. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS 
FOR RECORDS OF RELATIVES
We  believe you  should  be  able  to  access  records  relating  to  relatives  based  on 

provisions  in  the  European  Charter  of  Human  Rights  and  the  EU  Charter  of 

Fundamental Rights, and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, but 

that is no guarantee that you will. As noted above State bodies have often not been 

willing to release records to adopted people under FOI which might provide them 

with information on relatives. 

What you should be able to access under FOI
Denial  of  access  to  information  regarding  the  fate  and  whereabouts  of  family 

members was found by the European Court of Human Rights in a 2015 case called 

Jovanovic v Serbia to violate Article 8 of the European Charter of Human Rights.

In 1990 in Gaskin v United Kingdom the European Court of Human Rights found that 

one should not be arbitrarily denied information on one’s background, even if that 

information was given in confidence. 

You are entitled to receive records in which your personal data is contained through 

FOI requests (similarly to GDPR). However, an exemption may be applied in respect 

of the personal data of others. The Freedom of Information Act 2014 permits the 

disclosure of personal information relating to others if it is deemed to benefit the 

individual requesting the information. 
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Access to the personal information of others is also permitted under the FOI Act if  

consent  is  obtained  from  the  person  to  whom  the  information  relates  or  it  is 

necessary  to  avoid  a  serious  and  imminent  threat  to  the  life  or  health  of  an 

individual. 

Making an FOI request
FOI requests to the Department must be submitted in writing and you must specify 

that you are making your request under the Freedom of Information Act 2014. You 

should  attempt  to  state  in  as  much  detail  as  possible  the  information  you  are 

requesting. 

If the Department is not clear which records you are requesting it is obliged to assist 

you in phrasing your request in such a way that the records can be identified.

If  you are  making  an  FOI  request  to  the  Department  in  relation  to  a  deceased 

relative you will need to enclose a copy of your birth certificate, if you have one, and 

a copy of the death certificate of the deceased. You may want to include a scanned 

copy of a photo identification document for yourself such as a passport. Have the 

documents verified by a lawyer and include the documentation with your letter or as 

an attachment to your email.

There may be a fee involved. The first five hours of search and retrieval are free, but 

beyond this there is a fee per estimated hour which must be spent searching for the 

records you have requested. 

If your request is denied you have a right of appeal. There is a fee of €30 for appeals  

(€10 for medical card holders and their dependants). 
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If you are not given what you ask for FOI bodies must give you an explanation why 

and their decision must normally be made within 4 weeks.

If your FOI request is denied then you have the right to appeal this by requesting an 

internal  review of  the  decision  which  will  be  carried  out  by  a  more  senior  staff 

member. 

If you are not satisfied with the outcome of the internal review then you can appeal 

to  the  Information  Commissioner.  The  fee  for  appeals  to  the  Information 

Commissioner is €50 (€15 for medical card holders and their dependants).

More information about making Freedom of Information requests is available on the 

Irish Government’s Freedom of Information website which you can access below.

🔗 foi.gov.ie
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7. FOI REQUEST TEMPLATE

[your email / postal address]

Freedom of Information Officer,

Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth, 

Block 1, 

Miesian Plaza, 

50 – 58 Lower Baggot Street, D02 XW14.

[date of request]

Dear Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and 
Youth,

Under the Freedom of Information Act 2014 I am seeking any information 
being held by you about my relative [insert relative’s name].

This request is made in relation to my relative who was [born/gave 
birth] in [name of Mother and Baby Home / County Home / Hospital / 
Nursing Home]. 

Please provide any information on the circumstances of their entry into, 
detention within and exit from [name of Mother and Baby Home / County 
Home / Hospital / Nursing Home]. The documents requested may include but 
are not limited to the following: 

 All data processed by the Commission of Investigation into Mother 
and Baby Homes and certain related matters (MBHCOI) [use for 
either]

 Registration of birth, including original name, natural parents 
names and ages. [use for adoptees]

 Administration details, including correspondences about my 
relative, together with correspondences associated with the 
administrative process surrounding their detention.  [use for 
either]
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 Adoption records, including correspondences about my relative, 
together with correspondences associated with the administrative 
process surrounding their adoption. [use for adoptees]

 The names of individuals responsible for their care during their 
time in the institution named above. [use for either]

 Medical records, including x-rays, tests, vaccine trials as well as 
natural family medical history. [use for either]

 Social records including details of their parents and siblings as 
well as details on the father of the child. [use for mothers]

 [add / delete as appropriate with reference to section 3 of the 
Guide]

The details of my relative are as follows:  

Date of Birth [if known]:  

Date of Death [if relevant]:

Place of Birth [if known]:  

Place of Death [if relevant]:

Name of Mother and Baby Home / County Home / Hospital / Nursing Home:

Location of Home: 

Relevant dates and time spent in Mother and Baby Home / County Home / 
Hospital / Nursing Home [date of entry / date of exit, if known]:

Yours sincerely, 

[insert your name] 
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8. REQUESTING RECORDS FROM OTHER 
BODIES
This section contains general SAR and FOI templates into which you can insert the 

addresses of Tusla or other bodies to create requests. For this section we have used 

Tusla as an example as it is the most likely body you may wish to send requests to. 

If you are sending a request to a body other than Tusla make sure to modify the text 

of your request appropriately.

 

Note  

As discussed previously, please remember that the FOI Act is only applicable to State bodies.

 

Example: Subject Access Request to Tusla
When sending a SAR to Tusla or other data controllers you may email or send your 

request  by  post.  You  can  also  make  a  request  to  Tusla  using  the  online  data 

protection portal. If you use the template in the next section of this Guide there is a 

space in the portal where you can copy and paste your completed SAR.

Alternatively you can send the request by email to adoptionfoidp@tusla.ie.

There is more information on the Tusla website about making both Subject Access 

Requests and Freedom of Information requests.

🔗 Tusla.ie >> Mother and Baby Homes Commission of Investigation’s 
Database and Related Records
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Checklist: what you need to send
Your full name, and names previously used (if applicable)

Your date of birth and current address

The  text  of  your  Subject  Access  Request,  which  includes  the  name of  the 

institution(s) which collected your personal data and the time period to which 

the records relate. 

A scanned copy of an identity document so the data controller can verify your 

identity. 

A scanned copy of the top portion of a utility bill or official correspondence 

from a government department or agency which has your address on it.
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Subject Access Request template

[your postal / email address]

Data Protection Unit, 

Tusla, 

6th Floor, 

The Brunel Building, 

Heuston South Quarter, 

St. John's Road West, 

Dublin 8, 

D08 X01F,

Ireland 

[date of request] 

Dear Child and Family Agency, 

Your office has recently received its original records on a number of 

Mother and Baby Homes / County Homes / Hospitals / Nursing Homes from 

the Commission of Investigation into Mother and Baby Homes. This is a 

Subject Access Request under the Data Protection Acts and Article 15 of 

the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for 

 a confirmation that you hold personal data relating to me,  

 a description of the data, 

 the purposes for which it is being processed, 

 a copy of all data you hold / are processing relating to me either 
on computer or in manual form.

The data you hold relating to me is likely to include:
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 Data processed by the Commission of Investigation into Mother and 
Baby Homes and certain related matters (MBHCOI).

 Correspondence about me, including correspondence associated with 
the administrative process surrounding my [adoption  / detention], 
and correspondence from my natural [mother / child] enquiring about 
me.

 My medical care records including x-rays, tests, vaccine trials.

 My physical condition and circumstances during my early months and 
years including early life care records.

 My physical condition and circumstances before, during and after 
giving birth. 

 My natural family members’ names including my natural mother and 
father’s names (all of which are public records).

 [add / delete as appropriate with reference to Section 3 of the 
Guide]

Please note the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) 
acknowledged in Nowak v Data Protection Commissioner of Ireland (Case C 
434/16, 20 December 2017) that information may be linked to more than 
one individual, but this does not affect each person’s right of access. 
I also note that deceased individuals do not have a right to data 
protection under the GDPR and therefore my right of access cannot be 
restricted based on a deceased person's interests. 

I have included below as much detail as I am aware of to aid your 
identification of records which contain my personal data  [include 
relevant dates, times, location or institutional descriptions, your 
history as you know it here] 

Please send your response, together with copies of my data in 
[electronic / written] format, to [insert your postal / email address]. 

I look forward to receiving your response to this request within one 
calendar month, in accordance with Article 12(3) of the GDPR.

Yours sincerely, 

[insert your name]
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Example: Freedom of Information request to Tusla
When making an FOI request for records relating to deceased or living relatives to 

Tusla or other State bodies please insert the appropriate address into the general 

FOI template provided below. 

The Tusla website has more information on making FOI requests and the addresses 

to which these requests should be sent.

🔗 Tusla.ie >> Where do I send my Tusla FOI request to?

In order to make sure you are sending your FOI request to the correct address you 

may need to consult  the  list  of  organisations and agencies  which currently  hold 

records, also on the Tusla website.

🔗 Tusla.ie >> Where are the records held?
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Freedom of Information Request template
[your email / postal address]

[relevant Tusla office address]

[date of request]

Dear Child and Family Agency, 

I wish to apply for any information being held by you about my relative 
under the Freedom of Information Acts 1997, 2003, and 2014. 

This request is made in relation to my relative who was [born / gave 
birth] in [name of Mother and Baby Home / County Home / Hospital / 
Nursing Home]. Please provide documents of any information on the 
circumstances of their entry into, detention within and exit from [name 
of Mother and Baby Home / County Home / Hospital / Nursing Home]. 

The documents requested may include but are not limited to the 
following: 

 All data given to the Commission of Investigation into Mother and 
Baby Homes and certain related matters (MBHCOI) [use for either]

 Registration of birth, including original name, natural parents 
names and ages. [use for adoptees]

 Administration details, including correspondences about my 
relative, together with correspondences associated with the 
administrative process surrounding their detention.  [use for 
either]

 Adoption records, including correspondences about my relative, 
together with correspondences associated with the administrative 
process surrounding their adoption. [use for adoptees]

 The names of individuals responsible for their care during their 
time in the institution named above. [use for either]
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 Medical records, including x-rays, tests, vaccine trials as well as 
natural family medical history. [use for either]

 Social records including details of their parents and siblings as 
well as details on the father of the child. [use for mothers]

 [add / delete as appropriate with reference to section 3 of the 
Guide]

The details of my relative are as follows: 

Date of Birth [if known]: 

Date of Death [if relevant]:

Place of Birth [if known]: 

Place of Death [if relevant]:

Name of Mother and Baby Home / County Home / Hospital / Nursing Home:

Location of Home:

Relevant dates and time spent in Mother and Baby Home / County Home / 
Hospital / Nursing Home [date of entry / date of exit if known]: 

Yours sincerely,

[insert your name]
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9. SUPPORT SERVICES

Peer support
Adoption Rights Alliance runs a peer support group on Facebook with circa 2,500 

members,  made  up  of  adopted  people,  natural  parents  and  others  affected  by 

adoption.  Everything  discussed  in  the  group  is  confidential,  and  membership  is 

vetted to ensure that only those with a genuine connection to adoption are granted 

access. The group can be accessed here.  

Justice for Magdalenes Research has a public Facebook page that you can find here.

There are many more pages on Facebook which are relevant to issues of institutional 

abuses in Ireland, which you will find if you search online.

HSE National Counselling Service
People affected by the Mother and Baby Homes who wish to avail of counselling can 

do so through the National Counselling Service provided by the HSE.

You  may  self-refer  or  have  a  referral  submitted  for  you  by  your  GP  or  another 

healthcare professional.  If you identify yourself as a person affected by the Mother 

and  Baby  Homes  you  will  be  prioritised  for  the  next  available  session.  More 

information about these services is available here.
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Others
Barnardos Origins Tracing Service offers supports to people who spent all or part 

of their childhood in an Irish Industrial School and are interested in tracing 

information about their parents, siblings or other relatives. The service is available to 

people in Ireland and abroad. However, it does not offer a tracing service for people 

who were adopted or for those people who were separated from their families but 

did not spend time in an Industrial School.

Web: http://www.barnardos.ie/

Address: Christchurch Square, Dublin 8

Phone: 01 453 0355

Callsave: 1850 222 300

Connect Counselling is a free telephone counselling and support service for any 

adult who has experienced abuse, trauma or neglect in childhood. You can talk in 

confidence with a trained counsellor who can listen or help with questions you have.

Republic of Ireland: 1800 477 477

UK and Northern Ireland: 00800 477 477 77

Outside RoI and UK: 00353 (0) 1 865 7495 (International call rates apply) 

Aware provides support  groups for  people  with depression through its  program 

‘Aware  Defeat  Depression’.  Aware’s  support  groups  are  nationwide  for  both 

individuals with depression and also family members and friends. 

Web: http://www.aware.ie/

Dublin: 01 661 7211

Cork: 066 7194 713
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GROW in Ireland is a mental health organisation that helps people with their mental 

health. It has a national network of over 130 groups in Ireland. 

Web: http://www.grow.ie/meetings.html

Dublin: 167a Capel Street, Dublin 1

Donnycarney Community & Youth Centre, Collins Avenue East, Dublin 5 (use the Clan 

Carthy Rd entrance).

Fettercairn, Fettercairn Community Centre, Jobstown, Tallaght, Dublin 24.

Cork: 11 Liberty Street (Beside St.Francis Church).

Shine provides support to reduce the risk of suicide through confidential counselling 

and special education initiatives such as Life Hope and ASSIST training.

Web: https://www.shine.ie/

Dublin: 38 Blessington Street, Dublin 7 – Phone: +353 01 8601620

Cork: 32 South Terrace, Cork – Phone: 021 4929210 

Talbot Centre offers individual counselling and family therapy in issues related to 

drug abuse. It includes services on child and family work, family support, drug 

education and information, among others.

Web: http://www.drugs.ie/find_services/

Dublin: 29 Upper Buckingham Street, Dublin 1 – Phone: 01 8363434 / 836 6746

Cork:  Arbour House Treatment Centre, St.  Finbar’s Hospital,  Douglas Road, Cork – 

Phone: 021 4968933

Samaritans offers comprehensive lists of organisations that work on health issues 

such as drugs, domestic violence, bullying, depression, emergency contraception, 

suicide, among others. Its website provides useful links to find health services such 
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as counselling, group support and medical attention. This is a very helpful tool to 

navigate anonymously through the health system service in Ireland.

Web: https://www.samaritans.org/?nation=ireland

Phone: 116 123

The London Irish Centre hosts a range of welfare and outreach services.

Web: http://www.londonirishcentre.org/

Email: info@londonirishcentre.org

Address: 50-52 Camden Square, London, NW1 9XB, UK

Phone: 020 7916 2222 

Dublin Rape Crisis Centre provides support, resources and information for those 

who have experienced sexual assault, rape or childhood sexual abuse. Their support 

includes telephone counselling through their National 24-Hour Helpline, one-to-one 

counselling, and accompaniment services.

Web: https://www.drcc.ie 

Email: info@rcc.ie

Address: McGonnell House, 70 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin 2

Phone: 01 661 4911

National 24-Hour Helpline: 1 800 77 8888

The Association of Mixed Race Irish (AMRI) is a charity which advocates for people 

of mixed race backgrounds and seeks recognition and justice for those who suffered 

racism as children in Irish institutions. In recent years they have been active in 

raising awareness about human rights violations in Mother and Baby Homes. AMRI 

is changing to widen its scope which has previously focused mainly on people of 
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African Irish backgrounds in institutions. Now AMRI is opening to include other 

mixed communities not necessarily related to Irish Institutions but ordinary Irish 

mixed race families who need support in dealing with their unique cultural and 

mixed ethnic lives. 

Website: www.mixedraceirish.ie

Email: info@mixedraceirish.ie

Twitter: @AssocMRI

Right of Place Second Chance provides a range of support for survivors of 

Institutional Child Abuse and their families on their journey to Truth, Justice and 

Healing. Right of Place services are specifically tailored to meet the needs of 

survivors in an understanding, compassionate, and confidential manner.

Web: www.rightofplace.com

Email: info@rightofplace.com

Main Office: Offices and Apartments, 100-101, Lower Glanmire Road, Cork City

Additional Office: National Healing and Training Centre, 15 Parnell Street, Waterford 

City

Phone: 1890 200 709

Irish  Chaplaincy is  a  social  action  charity  providing  services  and  support  to 

excluded, vulnerable and isolated Irish people in Britain.

Web: https://www.irishchaplaincy.org.uk/

Email: declan.ganly@irishchaplaincy.org.uk

Twitter: @irishchaplaincy 

Address: PO Box 75693 London NW1W 7ZT

Phone: 027 482 5528
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The Leicester Irish Society 

Contact: Paul Murphy, President

Web: https://www.irishinleicester.org.uk/irish-society/ 

Email: vmurphy@talktalk.net

Address: 31 New Forest Close Wigston Leicester LE18 2RW

Phone: 0116 2888 002

SanKTus Welfare Project (Formerly Our Lady Help Of Christians Welfare Project)

Web: http://www.sanktus.org/

Email: sanktus.welfare@gmail.com

Address: 4 Lady Margaret Road, London NW5 2XT

Phone: 020 7485 9160

Twitter: @SanktusWelfare

The Aisling Irish Community & Cultural Center offers social services including 

confidential counselling by phone or video.

Web: www.aislingcenter.org

Email: info@aislingcenter.org; counseling@aislingcenter.org

Address: 990 McLean Ave, Yonkers, NY 10704

Phone: (914) 237 5121; (914) 237 7121

Twitter: @Aisling_Irish
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About Article Eight Advocacy
Article Eight Advocacy is an independent not for profit organisation which advocates 
for data subject rights in Ireland. We support data subjects by using all the tools 
available to us to ensure their fundamental right to protection of their personal data 
is respected.

We do this by providing easy to understand information on what data protection 
means for individuals on our datasubject.ie website, submitting complaints to the 
Data Protection Commission on behalf of individuals and managing the progress of 
these,  initiating litigation where necessary,  and carrying out research to  uncover 
misuses of personal data.

About the Human Rights Law Clinic at the Irish 
Centre for Human Rights
The Human Rights Law Clinic at the Irish Centre for Human Rights was launched in 
2019 and is directed by Dr Maeve O’Rourke. The Clinic introduces students to the 
concept of ‘movement lawyering’ (alternatively described as ‘social change lawyering’ 
or ‘rebellious lawyering’) and prepares and enables students to contribute their skills 
to community-based movements for social change.

Students learn about the human rights issues and movements which will  be the 
focus of their  clinical  projects through their  own in-depth research and, crucially, 
from community organisers who are working in the area on a daily basis. Students 
devise  their  clinical  projects in coordination with community organisers and they 
then work in small groups over two semesters to produce legal research and analysis 
and/or  other  material  which  will  hopefully  make  a  positive  contribution  to  the 
protection of human rights in Ireland and internationally. 
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